ACTIVATORS

ACTIVATOR MONOBLOCK

BIONATOR

DOUBLE PLATE SYSTEM

BIONATOR WITH LOWER SCREW

DUCOVATOR ACTIVATOR

VAN BEEK ACTIVATOR
ACTIVATORS

FRANKEL APPLIANCE

LRM ACTIVATOR

OPEN ACTIVATOR

TWINBLOCK ACTIVATOR

T-APPLIANCE ACTIVATOR

T-APPLIANCE WITH SCREW
ACTIVATORS

U-APPLIANCE ACTIVATOR

EVAA ACTIVATOR

HERBST APPLIANCE FLIP LOCK WITH HYRAX PRINTED

HALF OPEN ACTIVATOR
ACTIVE APPLIANCES

ACCO WITH ANTERIOR STOP

LOWER BITE PLANE POSTERIOR STOP

LOWER EXPANSION PLATE

POSTERIOR AND ANTERIOR BITE PLANE WITH SPRINGS

UPPER BITE PLANE FOR EXTRUSION

UPPER BITE PLANE FOR EXTRUSION WITH COIL
ACTIVE APPLIANCES

UPPER EXPANSION PLATE

UPPER EXPANSION PLATE WITH POSTERIOR STOP

UPPER PLATE SOLDERED BOW WITH SPRING

UPPER PLATE WITH BERTONI SCREW

UPPER PLATE WITH FAN TYPE EXPANSION

UPPER PLATE WITH RETRACTION SCREW 4.5MM
ACTIVE APPLIANCES

UPPER PLATE WITH SECTIONAL SCREW

UPPER PLATE WITH TONGUE FENCH
FIXED APPLIANCES

BONDED HYRAX RPE MRE

CROZAT APPLIANCE LOWER JAW

DISTALJET

FAN TYPE

FIXED TONGUE FENCH UPPER

HYRAX RPE MRE
FIXED APPLIANCES

LINGUAL REMOVABLE ARCH

LINGUAL Soldered ARCH

LOWER HYRAX

PENDULUM STANDARD APPLIANCE

RAPID PALATAL EXPANDER WITH ACRYLIC

REMOVABLE NANCE APPLIANCE
FIXED APPLIANCES

REMovable PALatal ARCH BAr
MesorIAL TPA

REMovable PALatal ARCH BAr
DISTAL LOOP TPA

RPE soldERED ONLY MOLAR BAndS

TRANCEFORCE LOWER JAW

QUAD HELIX REMOVABLE
**RETENTION APPLIANCES**

- **BONDED CUSPID RETAINER**
  - Rectangular

- **HAWLEY RETAINER**
  - With U-loops
  - With Headgear Anchors

- **ACRYLIC LABIAL BOW**

- **TWISTFLEX WITH TRAY**

- **ESSIX RETAINER**
RETENTION APPLIANCES

HAWLEY RETAINER WITH REVERSE LOOPS

VAN DER LINDEN RETAINER

HAWLEY RETAINER WITH SOLDERED LABIAL BOW

WRAP-AROUND RETAINER WITH SMALL EYELETS